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Student’s Name: School:

Date: Grade:

Dyscalculia is defined as a failure to achieve in mathematics commensurate with chronological age, normal intelligence, and
adequate instruction. It is marked by difficulties with visualization; visual-spatial perception, processing, and discrimination;
counting; pattern recognition; sequential memory; working memory for numbers; retrieval of learned facts and procedures;
directional confusion; quantitative processing speed; kinesthetic sequences; and perception of time.

Directions:  Enter the number that best describes the child’s mathematical abilities.

Never or rarely = 0 Sometimes = 1 Often = 2 Very Often = 3

Difficulty keeping track of time, managing time and schedules, telling time on an analog clock. Frequently late.

Difficulty with directions, left-right confusion, N-S-E-W, navigation, or driving. Poor sense of direction. Lost easily.

Inconsistent results in addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.

Bad at financial planning and money management.

Too slow at mental math to figure totals, change due, tip, or tax.

When writing, reading, and recalling numbers, these mistakes may occur: number additions, substitutions, transpositions,
omissions, and reversals.

Inability to grasp and remember math concepts, rules, formulas, sequence (order of operations), and basic math facts (+-x/).

Poor memory (retention & retrieval) of math concepts- may be able to perform math operations one day, but draw a blank the
next! May be able to do book work but then fails tests

Unable to imagine or "picture" mechanical processes. Poor ability to "visualize or picture" the location of the numbers on the
face of a clock, the geographical locations of states, countries, oceans, streets, etc

Poor memory for the "layout" of things. Gets lost or disoriented easily. May misplace things often, and seem absent-minded.

Difficulty grasping concepts of formal music education. Difficulty sight-reading music, learning fingering to play an
instrument.

Difficulty with motor sequencing- noticeable in athletic performance- difficulty keeping up with rapidly changing physical
directions like in aerobic, dance, and exercise classes. Difficulty with dance step sequences, muscle memory, sports moves.

Experience anxiety during math tasks.

Use fingers to count. Loses track when counting. Cannot do mental math. Adds with dots or tally marks.

Numbers and math seem like a foreign language.

Note: There is no ‘score’ that classifies a learner as being dyscalculia. The items focus on common problems and help create a
learner profile and an Individual Intervention Plan. The higher the score and the more items that are a problem, and thus the
more severe the learning difficulty.

Adapted from dyscalculia.org
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